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Survival of Drosophila germline stem cells requires the
chromatin-binding protein Barrier-to-autointegration factor
Tingting Duan, S. Cole Kitzman and Pamela K. Geyer*

ABSTRACT
The nuclear lamina (NL) is an extensive protein network that
underlies the inner nuclear envelope. This network includes LAP2-
emerin-MAN1 domain (LEM-D) proteins that associate with the
chromatin and DNA-binding protein Barrier-to-autointegration factor
(BAF). Here, we investigate the partnership between three NL
Drosophila LEM-D proteins and BAF. In most tissues, only Emerin/
Otefin is required for NL enrichment of BAF, revealing an unexpected
dependence on a single LEM-D protein. Prompted by these
observations, we studied BAF contributions in the ovary, a tissue
where Emerin/Otefin function is essential. We show that germ cell-
specific BAF knockdown causes phenotypes that mirror emerin/otefin
mutants. Loss of BAF disrupts NL structure, blocks differentiation and
promotes germ cell loss, phenotypes that are partially rescued by
inactivation of the ATR and Chk2 kinases. These data suggest
that, similar to emerin/otefinmutants, BAF depletion activates the NL
checkpoint that causes germ cell loss. Taken together, our findings
provide evidence for a prominent NL partnership between the LEM-D
protein Emerin/Otefin and BAF, revealing that BAF functions with this
partner in the maintenance of an adult stem cell population.

KEY WORDS: Nuclear lamina, LEM-domain proteins, Drosophila
oogenesis, Germline stem cells, Barrier-to-autointegration factor,
Checkpoint kinase 2, Chk2

INTRODUCTION
The nuclear lamina (NL) is an extensive protein network that
underlies the inner nuclear membrane. Comprising lamins and
hundreds of associated proteins, the NL builds contacts with the
genome to regulate transcription, replication and DNA repair (Geyer
et al., 2011; Goldman et al., 2002; Gonzalo, 2014). The NL also
connects the nucleus with the cytoskeleton, facilitating transduction
of regulatory information between cellular compartments (Burke
and Stewart, 2014). The composition of the NL is cell-type specific
(Wong et al., 2014; de Las Heras et al., 2017), providing a diverse
platform for the integration of developmental regulatory signals.
Changes in NL structure occur during physiological aging and
disease (Zink et al., 2004; Scaffidi and Misteli, 2006), suggesting
that maintenance of NL function is crucial for cellular health
and longevity.
One prominent family of NL proteins are LEM domain (LEM-D)

proteins, named after the founding human members: LAP2, emerin
and MAN1 (Brachner and Foisner, 2011; Barton et al., 2015). The

defining feature of this conserved family is the LEM domain
(LEM-D), an ∼40 amino acid domain that directly interacts with
the metazoan chromatin-binding protein Barrier-to-autointegration
factor [BAF, sometimes referred to as BANF1 (Lin et al., 2000;
Zheng et al., 2000; Cai et al., 2001; Montes de Oca et al.,
2005; Pinto et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2003)]. Purified human BAF
directly binds double-stranded DNA, the A-type lamin and histones
in vitro (Montes de Oca et al., 2005; Zheng et al., 2000; Umland
et al., 2000; Samson et al., 2018; Brachner and Foisner, 2011;
Lancaster et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2001), suggesting that BAF also
promotes chromatin-NL connections using non-LEM-D-dependent
mechanisms. In dividing metazoan cells, regulated formation of
complexes between LEM-D proteins, BAF and lamin controls
mitotic spindle assembly and positioning, as well as the reformation
of the nucleus (Margalit et al., 2005; Samwer et al., 2017; Qi et al.,
2015;Mehsen et al., 2018). In non-dividingmetazoan cells, LEM-D
proteins and BAF cooperate to tether the genome to the nuclear
periphery and form repressed chromatin (González-Aguilera et al.,
2014; Jamin and Wiebe, 2015). These properties highlight central
connections between LEM-D proteins and BAF in NL function.

Studies inDrosophila melanogaster have begun to define the role
of LEM-D proteins and BAF in development. Drosophila has three
NL LEM-D proteins that bind BAF (Pinto et al., 2008), including
two emerin orthologues (Emerin/Otefin and Emerin2/Bocksbeutel)
and MAN1. Each LEM-D protein is globally expressed during
development (Wagner et al., 2006; Wagner et al., 2004; Pinto et al.,
2008). Even so, loss of individual NL LEM-D proteins causes
different, non-overlapping defects in the several tissues, including
the ovaries, testes, wings and the nervous system (Pinto et al., 2008;
Barton et al., 2013, 2014; Wagner et al., 2010; Laugks et al.,
2017; Jiang et al., 2008). These restricted mutant phenotypes
reflect functional redundancy among the Drosophila LEM-D
proteins, as loss of any two proteins is lethal (Barton et al., 2014).
Strikingly, phenotypes of the emerin double mutants (otefin−/−;
bocksbeutel−/−) phenocopy baf null mutants (Furukawa et al.,
2003). Both baf and the emerin double mutants die before pupation,
resulting from decreased mitosis and increased apoptosis of
imaginal discs (Barton et al., 2014; Furukawa et al., 2003).
In contrast, emerin/otefin; MAN1 or emerin2/bocksbeutel; MAN1
die during pupal development, without associated defects in
mitosis or apoptosis (Barton et al., 2014). Together, genetic
studies indicate that the Drosophila emerin orthologues and BAF
are important partners.

Here, we extend our investigations of theDrosophilaNL LEM-D
and BAF protein partnership. Using a CRISPR generated gfp-baf
allele, we confirm that BAF is a globally expressed nuclear protein
that shows strong enrichment at the NL in diploid cells. Strikingly,
we uncovered that this NL enrichment largely depends upon one
LEM-D protein, Emerin/Otefin. Prompted by these observations,
we studied BAF contributions in the ovary, a tissue where Emerin/
Otefin function is essential (Barton et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2008).
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In germline stem cells (GSCs), loss of Emerin/Otefin causes a
thickening of the NL and reorganization of heterochromatin. These
structural nuclear defects are linked to activation of two kinases of
the DNA damage response pathway: Ataxia Telangiectasia and
Rad3-related (ATR) and Checkpoint kinase 2 (Chk2). Although
oogenesis in emerin/otefin mutants is rescued by loss of these DDR
kinases, canonical triggers are not responsible for pathway
activation. Instead, ATR and Chk2 activation is linked to defects
in NL structure itself (Barton et al., 2018). Given the roles of BAF in
mitotic nuclear envelope formation and repair (Halfmann et al.,
2019; Samwer et al., 2017; Mehsen et al., 2018), we reasoned that
checkpoint activation in emerin/otefin mutants might result from
altered BAF function. This prediction was tested using germ cell-
specific RNA interference (RNAi) to knockdownBAF.We show that
BAF depletion disrupts NL structure, blocks differentiation and
promotes GSC loss, mutant phenotypes that mirror Emerin/Otefin
loss. Additionally, mutation of atr or chk2 partially restores germ cell
differentiation in the baf mutant background, supporting the
possibility that BAF depletion activates the NL checkpoint. Taken
together, our findings suggest that Emerin/Otefin plays a dominant
role in the enrichment of BAF to the NL and provide evidence that
BAF functions with this prominent partner in the maintenance of an
adult stem cell population.

RESULTS
NL enrichment of BAF depends upon Emerin/Otefin
The subcellular localization of BAF varies in different cell types and
depends upon the stage of the cell cycle (Jamin and Wiebe, 2015).
In human cells, BAF is largely nuclear (Haraguchi et al., 2007), with
its localization influenced by binding partners such as LEM-D
proteins and lamin (Jamin and Wiebe, 2015). We were interested in
understanding how Drosophila LEM-D proteins contribute to the
subcellular distribution of BAF. In Drosophila, BAF directly binds
three NL LEM-D proteins, Emerin/Otefin, Emerin2/Bocksbeutel
andMAN1 (Pinto et al., 2008), but lacks binding to lamins (Schulze
et al., 2009). As such, Drosophila provides an opportunity to assess
the importance of LEM-D interactions with BAF. Unfortunately,
immunohistochemical analyses of BAF have been hampered by the
poor performance of extant BAF antibodies (Furukawa et al., 2003).
For this reason, we used CRISPR to generate a gfp-baf allele
(Fig. 1A, Fig. S1A,B). This allele encodes a N-terminal tagged
protein, designed based on previous studies (Margalit et al., 2007;
Shimi et al., 2004). Western analysis demonstrated that gfp-baf
produces a single polypeptide of the expected size (Fig. S1C).
Furthermore, genetic analyses revealed that gfp-baf complements
the lethality associated with mutant baf alleles (Fig. 1B). Resulting
gfp-baf females and males are fertile, and a homozygous gfp-baf
stock can be maintained. Together, these findings suggest that
GFP-BAF is a faithful reporter of BAF.
The spatial localization of GFP-BAF was first examined in larval

imaginal discs. The NL of these cells contains lamins of the A-type
(Lamin C, Fig. S2A) and B-type (Lamin/Lamin Dm0, Fig. 1C), as
well as all three NL LEM-D proteins (Wagner et al., 2006; Pinto
et al., 2008). Staining for GFP-BAF revealed a consistent nuclear
phenotype within a field of imaginal disc cells, wherein GFP-BAF
is enriched at the nuclear periphery and shows a strong overlap with
lamins (Fig. 1C, Fig. S2A). Although BAF levels are unchanged in
emerin/otefin mutants (Fig. S1C), its cellular distribution is greatly
affected, localizing throughout the nucleus and cytoplasm in the
absence of Emerin/Otefin (Fig. 1C). Surprisingly, null mutant
backgrounds for the other NL LEM-D proteins had minimal or no
effect on NL enrichment of BAF (Fig. 1C). Based on these data, we

conclude that Emerin/Otefin is the primary NL partner of BAF in
these nuclei. Next, we examined BAF distribution in the polyploid
salivary gland, a tissue that contains a similar NL composition to
imaginal discs. In salivary gland nuclei, BAF localizes throughout
the nucleoplasm and at the NL (Fig. S2B), a distribution that mirrors
that of Emerin/Otefin (Fig. S3). This distribution depends upon both
Drosophila Emerin orthologues (Fig. S2B), as loss of Emerin/
Otefin diminishes nucleoplasmic GFP-BAF and Emerin2/
Bocksbeutel diminishes NL GFP-BAF. Taken together, our data
suggest that Emerin/Otefin has a major role in NL localization of
BAF in diploid cells.

Loss of Emerin/Otefin increases cell death in larval tissues
BAF is an apoptotic mediator (Furukawa et al., 2007). Yet loss of
Emerin/Otefin has no effect on organism viability (Barton et al.,
2014), indicating that loss of BAF within the NL might not be
sufficient for induction of apoptosis. To test this possibility, we
stained wild-type, emerin/otefin mutant and baf mutant imaginal
discs with antibodies against a marker of apoptosis, the Drosophila
effector cleaved Death Caspase 1 (DCP-1; Fig. 2A). We chose
baf1/bafΔ24 animals for these studies, because bafΔ24 is a
hypomorphic allele that allows enough BAF function to recover
larvae with imaginal discs, but not viable adults. We found that
emerin/otefin and baf1/bafΔ24 mutant discs showed DCP-1 staining,
with higher levels of staining in baf1/bafΔ24 mutant discs (Fig. 2A).
Based on these data, we suggest that delocalization of NL BAF
might partially compromise BAF function, leading to increased
apoptosis. Even so, increased cell death does not change adult
structures. For example, although emerin/otefin mutant wing
imaginal discs display approximately twice the level of apoptotic
staining, the size of the adult wing is unchanged (Fig. 2B). We
predict that loss of NL BAF sensitizes imaginal disc cells to
apoptosis, but surviving cells might compensate for this loss to
retain the normal size and structure of adult tissues, as occurs
following induction of developmental stress (Martin et al., 2009;
Perez-Garijo et al., 2004).

BAF is required for the germline function of Emerin/Otefin
The partnership between Emerin/Otefin and BAF in larval tissues led
to the prediction that the function of Emerin/Otefin in the ovarymight
involve BAF. Drosophila ovaries are divided into 16-20 structures
called ovarioles that each carry an assembly line of advancing stages
of oocyte maturation (Fig. 3A). At the anterior end of each ovariole is
the germarium, a specialized structure that contains the stem cell
niche that supports two or three GSCs. Asymmetric GSC divisions
produce one germ cell that self-renews and one cystoblast (CB) that
commits to differentiation. Four incomplete mitotic divisions of CBs
generate an interconnected 16-cell cyst that differentiates into one
oocyte and 15 supporting nurse cells (Fig. 3A). To examine BAF
function in the ovary, we first defined BAF localization in GSCs,
using the stereotypical structure of the niche to identify these stem
cells. Once again, we found that BAF is enriched at the NL (Fig. 3B).
Second, we examined the distribution of BAF in GSC nuclei found in
ovaries dissected from the three lem-d null backgrounds. Mutant
ovaries were co-stained using antibodies against Lamin and GFP to
recognize BAF, demonstrating that the highly distorted NL in emerin/
otefinmutant nuclei fails to localize BAF (Fig. 3B). Parallel analysis
of emerin2/bocksbeutelmutant nuclei showed an unchanged nuclear
profile, whereas analysis of MAN1 mutant nuclei showed nuclear
shape changes and spotty NL accumulation of BAF (Fig. 3B). These
observations suggest that MAN1 makes minor contributions to NL
structure in GSCs, whereas Emerin/Otefin has a central role.
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Furthermore, these data provide evidence of a widespread partnership
between Emerin/Otefin and BAF during development.
To test the role of the Emerin/Otefin and BAF partnership in the

ovary, we used germ cell-specific RNAi knockdown to reduce BAF
levels. In these studies, animals carrying a UASp transgene encoding
a baf hairpin RNA were crossed with animals carrying the germline
specific nanos (nos)-gal4vp16 driver at 25°C. We tested the
efficiency of BAF knockdown using gfp-baf animals. In larval
germ cells, we found that baf RNAi reduced, but did not eliminate
GFP-BAF (Fig. S4A). Notably, this level of BAF depletion did not
affect the amplification of primordial germ cells (PGCs), as the
number of PGCs in nos>baf RNAi larval ovaries was similar to the
wild-type number (Fig. S4B). However, in the adult ovary, GFP-BAF
was completely lost (Fig. S4C), allowing investigation of the
requirement of BAF in adult GSCs. To this end, we stained ovaries
from newly eclosed nos>baf RNAi females using antibodies against

the germ cell specific helicase Vasa and Engrailed, a transcription
factor that identifies somatic cells of the stem cell niche. As controls,
ovaries fromwild type and emerin/otefinmutants were stained. These
experiments revealed that, similar to loss of Emerin/Otefin, loss of
BAF generates a complex phenotype, wherein many germaria lack
germ cells, whereas other germaria have germ cells and even
maturing stages of oogenesis (Fig. 4). In complementary
experiments, we used a gfp hairpin RNA to knockdown BAF in a
gfp-baf genetic background (gfp-baf; nos>gfp RNAi; Fig. S4A). In
this case, we found strong PGC loss, with remaining PGCs showing a
highly distorted NL. We reason that the decreased PGC number
might be due to BAF knockdown in earlier stages of ovary
development (Fig. S4A). Based on these observed phenotypes, we
conclude that BAF partners with Emerin/Otefin to maintain GSCs.

Next, we investigated nuclear phenotypes in baf RNAi GSCs.
Ovaries were dissected from newly eclosed nos>baf RNAi females

Fig. 1. NL localization of BAF in somatic
diploid cells depends on Emerin/Otefin.
(A) A diagram of the baf locus, including baf
and the 5′ CG7367 and 3′ Cka genes. The
5′ and 3′ UTR of genes are shown as narrow
rectangles and coding regions are shown as
wide rectangles. Lesions associated with
mutant alleles are depicted, including the
insertion in bafΔ24 and the deletion in baf1. The
position of the inserted GFP-coding region is
shown as a green rectangle. (B) Data
obtained from complementation analysis of
bafgfp, bafΔ24 and baf1 alleles. (C) Confocal
images of fields of nuclei in third instar wing
discs of the indicated genotype. Discs were
stained using antibodies against GFP (green)
and B-type lamin (Lamin; red). Genotypes are
indicated at the top of each image, wherein the
emerin/otefin mutant background (ote−/−)
corresponds to oteB279G/PK, emerin2/
bocksbeutel mutant background (bocks−/−)
corresponds to bockΔ10/Δ10 and MAN1−/−

corresponds to MAN1Δ81/Δ81. Below each
image is a representative line scan of the
relative fluorescent intensity (RFI) of GFP
(green) and Lamin (red) across the selected
nucleus. At least five nuclei were analyzed for
each genotype, with similar results obtained.
x-axis, distance; y-axis, RFI. Scale bars:
5 μm.
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and co-stained with Vasa antibodies to detect germ cells and
either antibodies against Lamin to examine NL phenotypes or
Heterochromatin Protein 1a (HP1a) to examine the distribution of
heterochromatin (Fig. 5A,C; Fig. S5). These analyses revealed that

BAF knockdown causes a thickened and irregular NL structure,
without heterochromatin aggregation. In comparison, emerin/otefin
mutant nuclei display a thickened and irregular NL with
heterochromatin aggregation (Fig. 5; Fig. S5). Based on these

Fig. 2. Loss of Emerin/Otefin increases
apoptosis in developing tissues. (A) Left:
confocal images of wing discs dissected
from wild-type (ote+/+), emerin/otefin (ote−/−;
oteB279G/PK) and baf (baf1/bafΔ24) mutant third
instar larvae stained with DAPI (blue) and using
the antibody against cleaved Death Caspase 1
(DCP-1; green). Scale bars: 50 μm. Right: box
plots of the quantification of DCP-1 intensity of
third instar larval wing discs of the indicated
genotypes. For each box plot, the box represents
the 25th to 75th percentile interval, the line
represents the median, and the whiskers
represent the 5th to 95th percentile interval and
non-outlier range. The number of wing discs
analyzed is noted above each top whisker.
Student’s t-test: **P<0.01, ***P<0.0001. (B) Left:
representative wings dissected from wild-type
(ote+/+) and emerin/otefin mutant (ote−/−;
oteB279G/PK) females. No baf1/bafΔ24 animals
survive to adulthood. Right: bar graph shows the
quantification of wing length in the same
backgrounds. Each bar represents mean length,
with the whisker representing the s.d. of the
population. The number of wings analyzed is
indicated at the top.

Fig. 3. NL localization of BAF in germ cells
depends on Emerin/Otefin. (A) A schematic
representation of an ovary pair (left) and a
germarium (right). Each ovary is divided into 16-20
ovarioles that carry advancing stages of oocyte
maturation. At the anterior tip of each ovariole (box)
is a germarium that contains the ovarian stem cell
niche. Somatic cells of the niche include terminal
filament and cap cells (brown, TF, CC). Other
somatic cells in the germarium are shown in gray.
Each niche anchors two or three germline stem cells
(GSCs, red). Asymmetric GSC divisions produce
one self-renewing stem cell that remains at the niche
and a second daughter, called a cystoblast (CB,
orange), that differentiates, ultimately leading to the
formation of a 16-cell cyst, comprising 15 nurse cells
and one oocyte (purple). (B) Confocal images of
representative GSC nuclei stained using antibodies
against GFP (green) and B-type lamin (red). Images
of the corresponding germarium are shown in
Fig. S4. Genotypes are indicated at the top of each
image. Below each nuclear image is a line scan of
the relative fluorescent intensity (RFI) of GFP
(green) and B-type Lamin (red) across the selected
nucleus. At least five nuclei were scanned, with
similar results obtained. x-axis, distance; y-axis,
RFI. Scale bars: 5 μm.
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data, we conclude that BAF knockdown shares some, but not all,
defects associated with loss of Emerin/Otefin.
To gain a better understanding of the differences in

heterochromatin distribution between emerin/otefin mutant and
baf RNAi ovaries, we studied GSC phenotypes in ovaries
dissected from emerin/otefin mutant females with reduced
BAF levels (baf+/−, ote−/−). Strikingly, in these ovaries,
heterochromatin became dispersed (Fig. 5C,D; Fig. S5),
indicating that BAF contributed to the HP1a coalescence in
emerin/otefin mutant GSCs. We propose that, in the absence of
Emerin/Otefin, untethered BAF increases nucleoplasmic pools,
leading to increased chromatin association. We suggest that this
loss of NL BAF is similar to the previously reported BAF
overexpression phenotype (Montes de Oca et al., 2011).

BAF loss triggers the ATR/Chk2-dependent NL checkpoint
Loss of GSC homeostasis in emerin/otefin mutants results
from activation of an ATR- and Chk2-dependent NL checkpoint
(Barton et al., 2018). To determine whether BAF loss triggers
this checkpoint, we generated atr; nos>bafRNAi and chk2;
nos>bafRNAi double mutants. In both double mutant
backgrounds, we observed partial rescue of the mutant ovary
phenotype (Fig. 6A). The greatest phenotypic improvement was
found in the degree of germ cell differentiation (Fig. 6B), wherein
15-21% of the ovarioles contained strings of differentiating egg
chambers. In the chk2, but not atr, double mutant background, we
also found rescue of germ cell survival (Fig. 6C). However, the
degree of rescue in either atr; nos>bafRNAi or chk2; nos>bafRNAi
animals was far less than the complete rescue that was observed in

chk2−/−, emerin/otefin animals (Barton et al., 2018). Based on these
data, we conclude that loss of BAF contributes to the activation of
the NL checkpoint and disrupts additional processes required for
GSC survival.

BAF knockdown increases germ cell death using
multiple pathways
Loss of BAF induces cell type-specific apoptosis (Furukawa
et al., 2007). To examine whether BAF knockdown induces germ
cell apoptosis, we stained wild type, emerin/otefin mutant and
nos>bafRNAi ovaries using antibodies against Vasa and cleaved
DCP-1, quantifying the degree of activated caspase staining
(Fig. 7A,B). We found significant DCP-1 staining in germ cells
of emerin/otefin and nos>bafRNAimutant germaria, consistent with
observations of germ cell death. Strikingly, activated DCP-1 is
absent in chk2, emerin/otefinmutant germaria, but remains in chk2,
nos>bafRNAi mutant germ cells (Fig. 7A,B). These findings are
consistent with the proposal that BAF depletion activates both
Chk2-dependent and independent germ cell death pathways
(Fig. 7C).

DISCUSSION
The NL establishes direct contacts with the genome to build nuclear
architecture. BAF has a central role in this organization, as a DNA-
binding protein that interacts with LEM-D proteins, lamins and
nucleosomes (Jamin and Wiebe, 2015; Segura-Totten and Wilson,
2004). Metazoan genomes encode multiple LEM-D proteins, which
demonstrate unique and shared functions within the NL (Liu et al.,
2003; Huber et al., 2009; Barton et al., 2014), emphasizing the
functional complexity of the NL.

Enrichment of BAF at the NL depends upon a single
LEM-D protein
Here, we extended our in vivo studies of the BAF and LEM-D
partnership. Capitalizing on a newly generated gfp-baf allele
(Fig. 1), we show that NL localization of BAF largely depends
upon a single LEM-D protein, Emerin/Otefin. Loss of Emerin/
Otefin is sufficient to disperse BAF in cells that express the A- and
B-type lamins, Emerin2/Bocksbeutel and MAN1 in the NL
(Figs 1C and 3B, Fig. S2; Pinto et al., 2008; Wagner et al., 2004).
These data establish the in vivo existence of a prominent NL
partnership between one LEM-D protein and BAF.

Thebasis for the unexpected reliance onEmerin/Otefin is unknown.
One possibility is that LEM-Ds have different affinities for BAF.
Pairwise alignment of amino acid residues within LEM-Ds shows the
highest conservation between Drosophila emerin orthologues (70%
similarity; Barton et al., 2014). Nonetheless, all LEM-Ds are strongly
conserved in BAF-binding residues (42% identical, 67% similar).
A second possibility is that the interaction of LEM-D proteins with
BAF depends upon how a given LEM-D protein assembles into the
NL network. Self-association of emerin influences both BAF and
lamin binding (Berk et al., 2014; Samson et al., 2017; Herrada et al.,
2015). Finally, post-translational modifications (PTMs) of LEM-D
proteins might impact BAF partnerships (Barton et al., 2015). As an
example, O-GlcNAcylation modification of emerin affects BAF
association (Berk et al., 2013), representing a regulated PTM that
has thepotential to alterNL function in response to nutrient availability
(Hart et al., 2011; Bar et al., 2014). However, such signal-dependent
PTMs are likely to be tissue specific, predicting a tissue-restricted,
not global, effect on the NL enrichment of BAF. Further studies are
needed to resolve the basis for the strong partnership between Emerin/
Otefin and BAF.

Fig. 4. Germ cell-specific BAF knockdown compromises oogenesis.
Confocal images of ovaries dissected from less than 1-day-old nos>baf RNAi
females compared with wild-type and emerin/otefin females with different
levels of baf expression. Ovaries were stained for Vasa (red), Engrailed (green)
and DAPI (blue). Asterisks mark a subset of germaria without germ cells.
Genotypes are indicated at the top of each image. Scale bars: 50 µm.
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Phenotypes associatedwith loss of NL BAF differ from those
of complete BAF loss
BAF is essential for viability, with dying baf null larvae exhibiting a
typical mitotic mutant phenotype that is associated with high levels
of apoptosis (Furukawa et al., 2007). Several observations suggest
that loss of NL BAF is not equivalent to complete loss of BAF. First,
emerin/otefin null animals are viable, even though there is a global
loss of NL BAF (Figs 1C and 3B, Fig. S2). Second, emerin/otefin
null animals have lower levels of apoptosis in larval tissues than baf
animals, without effects on the development of adult structures
(Fig. 2A). Third, emerin/otefinmutant imaginal disc cells display an
unchanged nuclear shape and chromatin architecture (Fig. 1C, Fig.
S2A; Barton et al., 2018), whereas these cells are affected in baf
mutants (Furukawa et al., 2003). Based on these data, we suggest
that BAF function at the NL during interphase is not essential. We
predict that the essential BAF function relates to its contributions in
mitosis and depends upon both Drosophila emerin orthologues, as
these double mutant animals die with a mitotic mutant phenotype
(Barton et al., 2014).
Effects of mislocalized BAF share features resulting from BAF

overexpression in other systems. In emerin/otefinmutant germ cells,
BAF dispersal contributes to the aggregation of heterochromatin
(Fig. 5C,D). Defects in HP1a distribution have also been found in
human cells overexpressing BAF or expressing a BAF mutant
defective in interacting with NL components (Montes de Oca et al.,

2011; Loi et al., 2016). Furthermore, several diseases affecting
expression and processing of lamin A alter the distribution of BAF
and resemble a BAF overexpression phenotype (Loi et al., 2016).
Together, these findings support a model in which BAF contributes
to the deleterious effects resulting from lamin or LEM-Dmutations.

Survival of adult stem cells depends upon BAF
BAF is required for maintenance of Drosophila GSCs (Figs 4
and 6C). Germ cell-specific BAF knockdown caused GSC loss,
with remaining GSCs displaying a thickened and irregular NL
structure, a phenotype shared with emerin/otefin mutants (Fig. 5A,
B). These data support a model in which Emerin/Otefin and BAF
function together to build NL structure in this cell type. Such a
dependence on Emerin/Otefin for NL structure is consistent with
limiting levels of the secondDrosophila Emerin ortholog, Emerin2/
Bocksbeutel (Barton et al., 2014). We predict that, in GSCs, the
Emerin/Otefin and BAF might have a shared function in nuclear
reformation at the end of mitosis.

Activation of the NL checkpoint is linked to NL deformation
(Barton et al., 2018). Strikingly, bafmutant phenotypes are partially
suppressed in atr/chk2; nos>bafRNAi animals, with double mutant
ovaries showing increased germ cell survival and differentiation
(Fig. 6). Yet cell death remained in the double mutant backgrounds
(Fig. 7). Based on these observations, we predict that BAF loss in
germ cells has multiple consequences. First, NL structure is affected

Fig. 5. BAF contributes to nuclear structure
in GSCs. (A,C) Confocal images of individual
GSC nuclei found in ovaries dissected from
less than one-day-old females that were
stained with antibodies against Vasa (red) and
(A) the B-type lamin (Lamin, green) or (C)
HP1a (green). An image of the corresponding
germaria is shown in Fig. S5. GSCs are
identified based on Vasa staining and the
position in the niche. Vasa is a cytoplasmic
protein that displays enriched localization near
the nucleus. Scale bars: 5 μm. (B,D) Box plots
of the quantification of (B) thickest width of the
NL or (D) HP1a foci per GSC nucleus in GSCs
of the indicated genotype. For each box plot,
the box represents the 25th to 75th percentile
interval, the line represents the median, and
the whiskers represent the 5th to 95th
percentile interval and non-outlier range. The
number of nuclei analyzed is indicated above
each box. Student’s t-test: ns, not significant;
*P<0.05, ****P<0.0001.
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(Fig. 5A,B). Second, loss of nuclear BAF might affect
transcriptional networks required for GSC maintenance, suggested
from studies showing BAF is an epigenetic regulator (Montes de
Oca et al., 2011). Notably, the maintenance of mammalian stem
cells also depends on BAF. Knockdown of BAF in either mouse or
human embryonic stem cells promoted premature differentiation
and reduced survival (Cox et al., 2011), phenotypes associated with
an altered cell cycle. It remains possible that loss of Drosophila
BAF in GSCs perturbs mitosis, which might induce apoptosis.
Additional studies are needed to elucidate cell cycle contributions of
BAF in GSCs.
Our studies emphasize the important role of BAF within the NL

network. We present evidence for consequences of BAF dispersal
and loss during development, showing BAF dysfunction causes
cell-type specific responses. Further definition of the developmental
contributions of BAF will advance our understanding of
laminopathies, including the Nestór-Guillermo syndrome: a rare
hereditary progeroid disorder caused by a missense mutation in
BAF/BANF1 (Puente et al., 2011).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Drosophila stocks and culture conditions
Drosophila stocks were raised on standard cornmeal/agar medium with p-
hydroxybenzoic acid methyl ester as a mold inhibitor. All crosses, including
all RNAi crosses, were carried out at 25°C, 70% humidity. The wild-type
reference strain was y1, w67c23. In all cases, emerin/otefin mutant animals
were y1, w67c23; oteB279G/PK, wherein both alleles fail to generate protein
(Barton et al., 2013). The oteB279G allele carries an insertion of a piggyBac

transposon at +764 and otePK carries a premature stop at codon 127 (Barton
et al., 2013). The baf1 allele was derived from the lethal strain l(2)k10210
that carries a P-element inserted 350 bp downstream of the baf termination
site, wherein P-element excision removed ∼1 kb of the baf gene, while
leaving ∼1 kb of the P-element (kindly provided by K. Furukawa;
Furukawa et al., 2003; Fig. 1A). The bafΔ24 allele was derived from
bafSH1315 (Bloomington, 29496), which carries a P-element inserted 75 bp
downstream of the transcription start site, wherein P-element
excision removed the white gene but left >700 bp of the starting P
element (Fig. 1A). Knockdown of BAF was achieved using y1, sc*, v1,
sev21; P{Trip.HMS00195}attP2 (Bloomington 36108) and of GFP-BAF
using y1, sc*, v1, sev21; P{Trip.HMS00195}attP2 (Bloomington 41553).
The bocksbeutel (bocks) allele was bocksΔ10, which carries a 344 bp
deletion within the coding region of bocks (Barton et al., 2014). TheMAN1
allele was MAN1Δ81, which carries an ∼2.3 kb deletion of the MAN1 gene
that includes the coding region (Pinto et al., 2008). Other alleles are listed in
Table S1.

Generation of the gfp-baf allele
The gfp-baf allele was generated using scarless CRISPR cloning as
described previously (Bier et al., 2018). The guide RNA expression plasmid
targeted position +146 of baf. The template plasmid contained 1 kb
homology arms inserted flanking the GFP-coding sequencewith a piggyBac
transposon that contained a DsRed transgene. The guide and template
plasmids were co-injected into y1, w*; nos-Cas9[III-attP40] embryos (Best
Gene). DsRed-positive flies were crossed to a piggyBac transposase
expressing line (Bloomington stock, 8285) to excise DsRed, resulting in an
in-frame fusion of the GFP and baf-coding sequences. The successful
generation of bafGFP was confirmed by using multiple PCR primers
(Fig. S1B). Additionally, the gfp-baf gene was PCR isolated and sequenced,

Fig. 6. The ATR-Chk2-dependent NL checkpoint contributes to germline defects caused by BAF depletion. (A) Confocal images of ovaries dissected
from less than 1-day-old females stained for Vasa (red) and DAPI (white). Genotypes are indicated at the top of each image, wherein ATR−/− corresponds
tomei-41D9/29D and chk2−/− corresponds to lokp6/p30. Scale bars: 50 μm. (B) Quantification of the percentage of differentiated ovarioles defined as ovarioles that
contain at least two egg chambers beyond the germarium. Student’s t-test: ****P<0.0001. Genotypes are indicated below the graph and the number of germaria
assessed is noted above each bar. (C) Quantification of the percentage of germ cell-containing germaria per ovary in less than one-day-old females. For
each box plot, the box represents the 25th to 75th percentile interval, the line represents the median, and the whiskers represent the 5th to 95th percentile interval
and non-outlier range. Genotypes are indicated below the graph and the number of germaria assessed is noted above each bar. Student’s t-test: ns, not
significant; **P<0.01.
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demonstrating the expected sequence. The encoded protein has the
N-terminal GFP separated from BAF by a 14 amino acid linker.

Western analyses
GFP-BAF levels were assessed using proteins extracted from the anterior
third of wandering third instar larvae (Fig. S1C). Five larval equivalents
were loaded into each well, electrophoresed on a 4-20% gradient Tris
gel and blotted onto a nitrocellulose membrane. Membranes were
probed with primary antibodies against GFP (rabbit 1:2000, Life
Technologies, A11122) or alpha-Tubulin (mouse 1:20,000, Sigma,
T5168). Primary antibodies were detected with fluor-conjugated
secondary antibodies (donkey anti-mouse 680, 1:20,000, LI-COR,
926-68072; donkey anti-rabbit 800, 1:10,00, LI-COR, 925-32213).

Immunohistochemical analyses
For each experiment, five pairs of ovaries were dissected in ice-cold
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution and immediately fixed in 4% EM
Grade paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences 15710) at room
temperature. Ovaries were then washed in PBST and blocked in 5% w/v
BSA at room temperature for 1 h. Samples were incubated with primary
antibody overnight at 4°C. Alexa Fluor-conjugated secondary antibodies
(Molecular Probes) were incubated with ovaries at room temperature for 2 h.
Ovaries were washed in PBST, stained with 1 µg/ml DAPI (ThermoFisher
Scientific) and mounted in SlowFade (ThermoFisher Scientific). Images
were collected with a Zeiss 710 confocal microscope, and processed using
ZEN imaging software. Primary antibodies included: goat anti-GFP at
1:2000 (Abcam), mouse anti-Lamin at 1:300 (DSHB ADL84.12), rabbit
anti-cleaved DCP-1 at 1:200 (Cell Signaling), mouse anti-HP1a 1:200
(DSHB, C1A9), mouse anti-Engrailed at 1:100 (DSHB,4D9), mouse anti-
Spectrin at 1:50 (DSHB, 3A9), rabbit anti-Vasa at 1:300 (Santa Cruz
Biotechnology) and mouse anti-Lamin C at 1:300 (DSHB LC28.26).
Experiments were performed using two or three biological replicates
involving at least five pairs of ovaries per experiment. Quantification of
phenotypes was completed on the indicated number of germaria from at least

five different ovaries per replicate. The number of HP1a foci was quantified
manually using Zen2 software. Two HP1a signals were considered as
separate if they were separated by a black pixel.

Immunofluorescence intensity plots
Fluorescence intensity plots of nuclei were generated using a single slice of a
63× confocal image using ImageJ software. Briefly, the image background
was subtracted using ImageJ (50 pixel rolling ball radius), a line segment
was drawn across the nucleus and the plot profile function was used to
generate a fluorescence intensity plot for each desired channel. The raw data
files generated in this manner were analyzed in Excel, with each plot line
normalized to the peak value within that plot, generating intensity plots
wherein the maximum observed fluorescence of a line is presented by the
value 1 relative fluorescence intensity (RFI). Normalized fluorescent values
were plotted using Prism software.
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Figure S1. Data supporting generation of a gfp-baf allele. (A) Shown

is a diagram of the baf locus, including baf and the 5’ CG7367 and 3’ Cka genes. Gene 

symbols are described in Figure 1. Locations of genotyping primers are shown above 

(A,B) and underneath (C,D) the diagram. (B) Agarose gel showing PCR fragments 

obtained from amplification of baf+/+ and baf gfp/gfp genomic DNA using the indicated 

primer pairs. (C) Western blot of proteins extracted from the anterior third of wandering 

third instar larvae of the indicated genotypes. Blots were probed with antibodies against 

GFP (green) to monitor levels of GFP-BAF production and -Tubulin (red), as a loading 

control. 
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Figure S2. Nuclear localization of BAF depends on Drosophila

emerin orthologues. (A) Shown are confocal images of imaginal wing discs from baf-

gfp, ote+/+ and baf-gfp, ote-/- animals that were stained with antibodies again the A-type 

lamin (Lamin C, red) and GFP (green). Scale bar: 5 μm. (B) Shown are confocal images 

of salivary gland nuclei from wild type and the indicated lem-d mutants that were stained 

with antibodies against GFP (green) and the B-type lamin (Lamin; red). Genotypes are 

noted at the top of each image. Below each image is a representative line scan of the 

relative fluorescent intensity (RFI) of GFP (green) and Lamin (red) across the selected 

nucleus. At least five nuclei were studied for each genotype, with similar results 

obtained. X-axis, distance, Y-axis RFI. Scale bar: 5 μm. 
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Figure S3. D-emerin/Otefin shows nucleoplasmic localization in 
the salivary gland. Shown are confocal images of fields of nuclei from bafgfp 
third instar wing discs and salivary glands. Larval tissues were stained with 
antibodies against GFP (green), D-emerin/Otefin (white) and the B-type lamin 
(Lamin; red). Scale bar: 5 μm. 
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Figure S4. Efficiency of germline knockdown of BAF depends upon

source of the RNAi responder. (A) Confocal images of 3rd instar larval ovaries stained 

with antibodies against Vasa (red), GFP (green) and the B-type Lamin (white). 

Genotypes are noted on the left of the image. Boxed regions are enlarged on the right, 

and germ cells are circled with red dash lines. Scale bar: 5 μm. BAF knockdown is 

incomplete using the baf RNAi responder retains BAF (GFP) staining. Knockdown using 

the gfp RNAi responder causes loss of primordial germ cells (PGCs), with the few 

remaining PGCs showing BAF (GFP) staining.  (B) Left: Confocal images of third instar 

larval ovaries stained with antibodies against Vasa (red) and Spectrin (green). 

Genotypes are noted on the left of the image. Scale bar: 20 μm. Right: Bar graph of the 

number of PGCs per ovary in third instar larvae. Genotypes are noted below the graph 

and the number of ovaries assessed is noted above each bar.  Significance was 

assessed by Student’s t-test; ns: not significant. (C)  Confocal images of ovaries from 

less than one-day-old females stained with antibodies against Vasa (red) and GFP 

(green). BAF knockdown appears complete in adult ovaries, using the baf RNAi 

responder. GSC niches are denoted by dash lines. Genotypes are noted on the left. 

Scale bar: 5 μm. 
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Figure S5: Germline knockdown of BAF alters nuclear structure. (A,

B). Shown are confocal images of germaria in ovaries dissected from less than one-

day-old females of the indicated genotypes. Ovaries were stained for Vasa (red) and 

either HP1a (green, A) or the B-type lamin (Lamin, green, B). GSC niches are denoted 

by the dashed lines. Boxed nuclei are shown in Fig. 5. Scale bar: 5 μm. 
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Table S1

Gene Genotype Nature of lesion Source 

ATR 
(meiosis-41) 

FM6a/sn3, mei-41D9; baf RNAi/Tb 
EMS, deletion of first 163 amino 

acids 
BL#4174 

ATR 
 (meiosis-41) 

w*, mei-4129D;nosgal4vp16/Tb 
P excision, deletion of 975bp of 
coding region and frame shift 

BL#4183 

baf yw; baf1/ CyO, y+ 

Imprecise excision of 
the P{lacW}l(2)k10210k10210 insertion, 

deletion 1kb of baf open reading 
frame, leaving 1kb of P-element. 

K. Furukawa 

baf yw; bafΔ24/ CyO, y+ 
Imprecise excision of P-element 

75bp downstream of TSS 
BL#29496 

baf 
y1 sc*v1 sev21; P{y[+t7.7] 

v[+t1.8]=TRiP.HMS00195}attP2 

RNAi transgene BL#36108 

baf 
yw; bafgfp 

CRISPR tagging This work 

chk2 
(loki, mnk) 

y1w67c23 ; lokiP6/ lokiP6 
P insertion and deletion in second 

exon 
Y. Rong 

chk2 
(loki, mnk) 

y1w67c23 ; lokiP30/CyO Deletion of 5'UTR and first two exons 
Y. Rong 

otefin 
(ote) 

y1w67c23 ; oteB279-G/CyO, y+ PB insertion at +764 
BL#16189, 
Geyer lab 

otefin 
(ote) 

y1w67c23 ;otehalPK/CyO, y+ EMS mutation, R127Stop T. Schupbach 

bocksbeutel 
(bocks) 

y1w1118; bocksΔ10 344 bp deletion from +11 Geyer lab 

MAN1 yw; MAN1Δ81/ CyO, y+ 
P excision, 2325 bp deletion from 

+92  
Geyer lab 

nanos 
(nos) 

w1118; P{GAL4::VP16-
nos.UTR}CG6325MVD1 

Gal4 transgene BL#4937 

gfp 

y[1] sc[*] v[1] sev[21]; P{y[+t7.7] 

v[+t1.8]=VALIUM20-

EGFP.shRNA.4}attP2 

RNAi transgene BL#41553 
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